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About This Content

There Are No Clean Getaways.

This massive expansion offers you an opportunity to live a life of real pirate - full of crimes, riches, lust, betrayal and
adventures! Make yourself a name, meet the most wanted criminals of the Caribbean, become rich beyond measure and try to

survive the just wraith of the people!

Features:

A thrilling pirate story in 10 quests;

Plunder of cities and villages;

New unique weapon - a Norse axe;

New unique weapon ship - the Torero, a polacre;

New locations to discover;

Your very own base;

A special Indian posion to turn more odds in your favor.
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A stunningly good DLC. It gives pretty good monetary rewards once you get into the meat of it, though making money in this
game isn't terribly hard anyway. You get a nice unique class-3 ship but it isn't really much to write home about. You also get a
secret island base but as far as I know there isn't really anything to do on it, other than free mooring for two ships and free cargo
storage. Unfortunately, many of the quests have very tight time restrictions and also require items that if you didn't have already
you will likely fail, definitely recommend reading a walkthrough to prepare everything you need before even starting the first
mission. If you're just in it for the money you could probably just do a few of the quests and stop before you reach the last few.
Doesn't sound very good right? So why do I recommend it?

Because what really floored me about this questline was the final quest, Nemesis. It is insanely hard and gives you practically no
reward but the story you experience through it and the culmination of all your actions throughout the questline is phenomenal.
Was not expecting it and I was knocked flat on my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665when it finally hit. I can't go into details
without spoiling it but it is absolutely worth the trouble it takes to complete it.
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